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Imaging is invaluable, but the complexity of tissue cannot be captured with only a few biomarkers at a time.  Multi-
plexed imaging of biomarkers enables the study of spatial relationships between cell types, reveals previously hid-
den heterogeneity, and allows for conservation of precious samples.  Specifically, Multiplexed Ion Beam Imaging 
(MIBI) uses secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to image tissue ‘stained’ with antibodies tagged with metals, al-
lowing the detection of more than 40 biomarkers in a single image with resolution comparable to traditional micros-
copy techniques.  This highly multiplexed data comes with a unique set of data management and visualization chal-
lenges.  It’s not obvious how to present a pathologist with 40-plex data in a meaningful way.  Ionpath’s MIBItracker is 
a data management and visualization tool designed for multiplexed images.  Its cloud based architecture facilitates 
easy deployment of new instances to individual labs. Users are able to upload multiplexed TIFFs and split them into 
individual channels while retaining antibody information.  They can view overlays of different combinations of these 
channels in a view similar to IF microscopy.  MIBItracker organizes image sets by user and project.  Users can selec-
tively share images with others, enabling collaboration.  Images are tagged with antibody, tissue type, and diagno-
sis, allowing for structured search and adding to the data’s potential for data-mining and machine learning analyses.  
MIBITracker data can easily be integrated into existing data-processing pipelines via a RESTful API.   Here we share 
the general architecture of the application as well as figures showing the tool in use.
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 This high dimensional data presents a number of challenges, namely:

 Data management:
          1a. Keeping labs in charge of their own data
          1b. Keeping image data together
          1c. Managing metadata
 Data retrieval
          2a. Organizing data in meaningful categories
          2b. Enabling structured search
          2c. Enabling sharing and collaboration
 Visualization
          3a. Scaling of MIBI data
          3b. Displaying relevant channels together
          3c. Displaying a meaningful overview of the data
          3d. Displaying results from downstream image processing

1. Start with a tissue sample 2. Stain with 40 or more antibodies labeled with elemental isotopes 3. Raster across an area and ionize with primary Ion gun 4. Detect secondary ions (from the labeled antibodies) via Time-of-Flight (tof) mass spec. 5. Reconstruct 
data into images
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Cloud based architecture allows for easy deployment of new MIBItracker instances.  This allows individual labs to have their own instance.

Structuring the front-end (user interface) as a single page app enforces sending data via RESTful endpoints.  This decouples data and display allowing for indepen-

dent interaction with the data for purposes such as data-mining or meta-analysis.
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Structured Metadata allows for downstream analysis and traceability.  

There are key pieces of information that should be associated with each image, including instrument information like field of view size and biologically relevant infor-

mation like antibody panel and tissue type.  The relationship between this metadata is not straightforward: a single slide could have a tissue micro-array with multiple 

tissues; each sample could be stained with a different antibody cocktail.

Instrument Run 1

Having a single source of truth prevents errors.  

Image data comes off the MIBI instrument as a single TIFF file, rather than having channels split into separate files.  This prevents data from being lost or mismatched.  

Users enter metadata which is associated with images via the MIBItracker user interface.

Antibodies are created once and selected many times when panels are created

Documentation generated by swagger is interactive and al-

ways up to date

Structured metadata allows for search and filtering.  Users can search through images in the user interface or they can use the REST API to make more advanced queries.

Users can interactively visualize any selected combination of markers. 

Interpretation becomes more difficult as more channels are added.
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The Overlay View

Results of post processing such as cell segmentation can be up-

loaded, associated with an image and visualized the same way 

as primary data channels.

Visualizing thumbnails of individual channels allows for a quick overview

MIBItracker allows you to compare any image set with a consistent set of parameters

Sharing

Data is only meaningful if it can be shared.  MIBI data can be shared in a number of ways.  Labs can add ‘Image 
Share Users’ to their MIBItracker instance.  Image sets can be made public and posted to a shared public MIBItrack-
er instance ( https://mibi-share.ionpath.com/ ).  Image overlays can be downloaded as TIFF files and shared.  Whole 
MIBI files can also be downloaded and viewed using the Bioformats Plugin or with software such as Fiji, Halo®, Visi-
oPharm®, ImageJ and QuPath.

Highly multiplexed imaging data will lead to important new discoveries, but in order for it to be most useful, it has 
to be easy for experts to interact with it.  Pathologists need to be able to visualize tissue patterns they recognize.  
Data scientists and computational biologists need to have clean, easy to interact with meta-data.  Imaging experts 
need portable images that can be used with standard imaging tools.  MIBItracker addresses 
the needs of  these different users with adjustable and intuitive visualizations, sensible metada-
ta management and portable image formats.  

The state of the art for visualizing individual proteins in intact tissue is either to express fluorescently tagged proteins 
or to stain with fluorescently tagged antibodies (immunofluorescence).   Fluorescence based techniques are limited 
in the number of markers that can be visualized simultaneously due to spectral overlap of fluorophores.  MIBI solves 
this problem by imaging tissue using mass tags.  Unlike fluorescent tags visualized under a microscope, isotopically 
pure mass tags measured via Time Of Flight (TOF) mass spectrometry are clearly distinguishable, even with over 40 
markers measured simultaneously.   
MIBI starts with a FFPE fixed, fresh, or frozen tissue.  From there, the tissue section is stained with a panel of up to 40 
antibodies labeled with metal isotopes.  To create an image from this sample, SIMS imaging is used.  A primary ion 
gun precisely ionizes a sub-micron area of tissue.  TOF mass spec data is collected from the ionized tissue to create 
one ‘pixel’ of the final image.  The ion gun is then rastered across a field of view to collect the remaining pixels.  The 
resulting data is processed into an n-dimensional image, where ‘n’ represents the number of markers in the staining 
panel.

For exploratory analysis of high dimensional data, interactivity is necessary.

Workflow


